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Step out and explore the best of Cornwall

WALKING IN CORNWALL
40 coast, country and moorland walks
by Graham Uney
Whether you're looking for spectacular scenery, interesting history, wildlife,
or just a nice, relaxing stroll, Cornwall is a place that offers wonderful variety
for walkers. This guidebook offers 40 routes across the region, ranging from
two to eight miles in length, with some opportunities to combine routes
together for even longer walks.
Historical sites include Iron Age hill forts and ancient standing stones. In
terms of wildlife, you can encounter creatures such as falcons, seals, and
choughs (which only returned to the region in 2001 after a 50 year absence).
As for scenery, that ranges from the rugged coastlines of the north and west
to broad estuaries in the south, with wooded valleys and the remote-feeling
hills of Bodmin Moor in between. While the routes over the wild hills of
Bodmin Moor do require some skill with a map and compass, there are
opportunities for walkers of all abilities.
Alongside detailed route descriptions, this guide mentions points of interest
along the way. Also mentioned are towns and villages, which provide perfect
bases for your stay, from the popular spots such as St Ives, Newquay and
Padstow, to tucked away fishing villages and quiet inland hamlets. This guide
is a companion that will help you to make the very most of a visit to a
fascinating region.
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What's inside?

By Graham Uney

• 40 half to full day rambles on the coasts and inland hills of Cornwall

£12.95

• routes that will take you to the very best places for spectacular scenery,
wildlife, history, and just for relaxing

Paperback Gloss Laminated with flaps

• a wealth of information, from planning advice and a list of useful contacts
to background detail on language, wildlife, history and geology
About the author
Graham Uney is based near Bala in the Snowdonia National Park. In addition
to writing Cicerone guidebooks, he works as a freelance journalist for a
number of outdoor and wildlife magazines. This is Graham's sixth guidebook
for Cicerone, and is his 16th title overall. Graham also runs a small outdoor
activity business, Wild Walks Wales, as well as skills courses for walkers and
mountaineers. He's a qualified Mountain Leader (summer and winter), and is
now working towards his Mountain Instructor Award.
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• variety for walkers of all abilities
• good walking throughout the year,
particularly April, May, June and
September
• Iron Age and Neolithic historical sites
For further information, or to receive a
review copy please contact Hannah
hannah@cicerone.co.uk
01539 587985
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